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The diurnal mixed layer and upper oceanheat budget
in the western equatorial

Pacific

K.J. Richards, M.E. Inall and N.C. Wells

Departmentof Oceanography,
Universityof Southampton,Southampton,
England
Abstract. This paper presentsthe results of an experiment in the western
equatorialPacific centeredon the equator at 165øEwhich was designedto study
the changesto the structure of the upper oceanon timescalesof a few days and
spatial scalesof tens of kilometers.The resultsshowthat the responseof the upper
ocean to atmosphericforcing is very sensitiveto the vertical structure of both the
temperature and salinity. The diurnal responseof the near-surfacetemperature to
daytime heating and nighttime coolingwas found to have an amplitude of a few
tenthsof a degreeCelsius.This compareswith a horizontalvariation of temperature
on scalesof a few tens of kilometersof a similar magnitude. Even away from the
very fresh surfacelayers typical of the area, salinity is found to play an important
role in limiting the depth of nighttime mixing. In this casea subsurfacesalinity
maximumrestrictsthe depth to around40 m. The nighttimeconvectionis severely
limited by either a small changein the surfaceforcing or the horizontal advection
of slightly cooler waters from the east; we are unable to determine which is the
dominant mechanismin the presentcase. The reducedmixing leads to an increase
of the diurnal variation of sea surfacetemperature to over 1øC. The estimated net
surfaceheat flux from the atmosphereto the oceanwasfound to be not significantly

differenifromzeroat 10 W m-e in agreement
with recentmeasurements.
The
net surfaceheat flux during the period of the heat budget experiment,which took
placeon the equator,was substantiallyhigher at 65 W m-e. Changesof in situ
temperature are found to be dominated by advection. The vertical velocity is

estimatedto be of order 10 m d-• and to be causedby advectionalongeast-west
slopingdensity surfaces.Changesto the temperature structure of the upper ocean

inducedby motionswith a timescaleof a few days (possiblyplanetarywaves)
are found to be significantlygreater than longer-term wind-inducedupwellingor
advection.

1. Introduction

1988]. On a shorter timescalethe structureof the upper ocean changesdramatically during strong westerly
The responseand couplingof the westernequatorial wind events[Lukasand Lindslrom,1991;McPhadenel
Pacificto the changingatmospherehave been recog- al, 1992] and sucheventscan trigger the productionof
nized as crucial elements of the E1 Nifio-Southern Oscilan equatorial Kelvin wave that traverses the width of

lation phenomenon
(ENSO). Interannualvariationsin the Pacific[McPhadenel al., 1988]. Small changesin
the warm pool of water on the westernsideof the equa- the SST of the warmpool (againof around0.5øC)are
torial Pacific are thought to be influentialin both the also known to affect the global atmosphericcirculation
initiationand evolutionof E1Nifio events[Gill andRas- [e.g.,Hoskinsand Karoly,198i; PalmerandMansfield,
musson,
1983;Wyrlki,i985; CaneandZebiak,1985; 1984, 1986].
As pointedout by Godfreyand Lindstrom[1989],a
Hirsl, 1986;Lukas,1988].(The warmpoolis definedas
water above the main thermocline

temperature
change
of0.5øCofa mixediayer50m deep

with sea surface tem-

perature(SST) in excessof 29øC.)Anomalously
high in 3 monthsrequiresa net heatingof around10W m-2,
SSTs of the warm pool of around 0.5øC have been ob-

putting a strong constraint on the accuracyof observed

servedto occurprior to ENSO events[Hanawael al., heat fluxes. The problemin obtainingreliableestimates
of the net heat flux over large time and spacescaleshas
Copyright 1995 by the American GeophysicalUnion.

been highlighted by recent measurements.Indirect estimates of the net surface heat flux into the ocean by
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Godfreyand Lindstrom[1989] suggestthat it is below
20 W m-2, whichis in accordwith the suggestion
of
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Priestley [1966]and Newell [1986]that the net flux is
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near zero. In contrast, previous estimatesfrom climato-

Pacific is found to changesignificantlyover periodsof

logicaldatasetsrangefrom20 to 80 W m-2 [Weareet O(days)and horizontalspatialscalesO(10 km) (see,
al., 1981; Esbensenand Kushnir, 1981; Read, 1985; Hsi-

for example,Richardsand Pollard [1991]). Capturing

ung, 1985]. However,the measurements
of Godfreyet
al. [1991]showthat systematicerrorsin the bulk for-

events,a prerequisiteto understandingthe factorscon-

mulas used by these authors produce an overestimate

trolling the upper oceanstructure, thereforerequires
rapid samplingwith high spatial resolution.

The measurementspresentedhere are from cruise32
of the net flux. Resultsfrom numericalmodels[Gordon
and Corry, 1991; Gent, 1991]suggestthat the climato- of the RRS Charles Darwin which took place in the

logicalSSTis consistent
with a low(order10W m-2)
heat flux.

westernequatorial Pacificfrom April 3 to May 3, 1988.
Resultsfrom two north-southsectionsalong 165øEhave

beenreportedby Richardsand Pollard[1991].Herewe
report on an experimentdesignedto study the diurnal
mixed layer and heat budgetof the upper ocean. The
fields. Lukas and Lindstrom[1991]point out the im- experimentwas centeredon the equatorat 165øE.
portance of the presenceof a fresher surfacelayer below
The experimentaldesignwas similar to that of Polwhich there is a significantgradientin salinity (their lard and Thomas[1989]. An instrumentedspar buoy
so-called"barrierlayer") which restrictsthe depth to was deployedfrom Julian day 106 to Julian day 115.
currentmeters(VACMs)wereset
which turbulent mixing can penetrate. They find the Two vectoraveraging
average mixed layer depth during the Western Equa- at 15 and 50 m depth. The positionof the sparwasfixed
torial PacificOceanCirculationStudy (WEPOCS) se- every 12 hoursas the shippassedcloseby. The track
riesof cruises[Lindstromet al., 1987]to be 29 m, with of the spar buoy is shownin Figure 1. The motionis
the mixed layer reaching down to the top of the main predominantlynorth-south,with little east-westmovespeedof the sparwas2.6 cm s-z
thermocline(around100 m depth)only duringstrong ment. The average
with instantaneous
valuesof up to 10 cm s-Z.
westerly wind events.
During the deploymentof the buoy the shipsurveyed
Here we report on the resultsof an experimentin the
westernequatorialPacific(on the equatorat 165øE) aroundthe buoy. The ship'strack during this surveyis
designedto study the diurnal mixed layer and the heat shownin Figure 2. The surveypattern consistedof a
budget of the upper ocean. The experimentalstrategy doublefigure of eight centeredon the buoy,producing
allows estimates of the net surface heat flux, horizon- a large box of 80 km sidesand four subboxesof 40The responseof the upper ocean, and in particular the SST, to a given surface net flux dependson
the structure of the temperature, density, and flow

tal advection, and turbulent mixing to be made. A
strongdiurnal responsewasfound. Althoughthe characteristic fresh surface layer of the warm pool was not
presentduringthe experiment,salinitylimits the depth
of nighttimeconvection.The advectionof coolerwaters
is also seento affect the diurnal response. The heat budget calculationhighlightsthe importanceof horizontal
advectionin changingthe in situ temperature. An estimate of the vertical velocity is made from the residual.
The experimentalstrategy and measurementsare described in section 2. The measured surface heat fluxes,
togetherwith a detailederror analysis,are presentedin

section3. In section4 the diurnalresponse
of the upper oceanis describedand discussed.In section5 the

km sides.Steamingat 8 knots(14.8km h-Z), it took
12 hours to completeeach subbox and 2 days for the
whole pattern. The pattern was repeatedthree times,
with minor modifications

before and after. Global Posi-

tioningSystem(GPS) navigationwasavailablefor approximately8 hoursper day. The timing of the survey
was chosenso that the period of GPS coveragecoincided with the north-south sectionsthrough the center
of the box.
0.15

0.1

results from the heat budget calculation are presented

andan estimateof the verticalvelocityis made.Section
6 summarizes

0.05

our results and conclusions.

The objectivesof the presentstudy are compatible
with the general aims of the Topical Ocean-Global
Atmosphere-CoupledOceanAtmosphereResponseEx-

periment(TOGA-COARE). The experiment
described
heretook placein a somewhatdifferentregime(no surf•.,cefreshlayer and on the equator)than that of the
oceanographic
intensiveobservational
periodof TOGACOARE. It will be interesting to comparethe two ex-

-O.O5

-0.1

periments.

2. Upper Ocean Survey
The structure of the temperature, salinity and velocity fields of the upper ocean in the western equatorial
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Figure 1. Spar buoy track. Numbersrefer to Julian
day.
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0 to 50 m is shown in Figure 4 for Julian days 107.5108.5 and 113.5-114.5. The current changedfrom a predominantly NW direction to a SW direction over this
time. There are significantspatial variations in the current over the survey area.
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The temperatureprofile(Figure3c) showsthe main
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thermocline beginning at approximately 120 m depth
with a large gradient in temperature. Below this depth
there is layering in both temperature and salinity caused
by the interleaving of water masses as reported by
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Richardsand Pollard[1991].Above120 m the temper-0.1
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peratureand salinity.The structurein salinity(Figure
3d) above140 m is morepronouncedthan that of tem-
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ature gradient is much reduced but still with structure.
There is a shallowdiurnal layer with slightly raisedtem-
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perature, with a strong halocline at approximately 40
m depth. Freshwater surface layers with salinity values
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downto 34 practicalsalinityunits (psu)wereobserved
both north and southof the equator[seeRichardsand
Pollard, 1991, Figure 3]. It hasbeen hypothesizedthat
such freshwater layers affect the mixing in the upper

Figure 2. Ship'strack. Numbersreferto Julianday. ocean[Lukasand Lindstrom,1991]. Closeto the equator, however, in the vicinity of the box, the surface waters were relatively saline. The increased surface salin-

The principal means of measurement was a combi-

ity (relative to valuesnorth and south) is suggestive

nationof a SeaSoar(a towedprofilingvehicle)fitted of upwellingoccurringat the equator(consistentwith
with a conductivity-temperature-depth
(CTD) profiler an easterly wind stress; see Sprintall and McPhaden
and a hull-mountedacousticDoppler current profiler [1994]). The salinitystructureabove120 m is due pri-

(ADCP). Towedat 8 knots(14.8 km h-•) the Sea- marily to a tongue of high salinity connected to the
Soar can measuretemperature and salinity with ap- southern hemispheresubtropical salinity maximum waproximately1-m resolutionin the vertical to a depth ter. This tongue is discernablein the color picture of
of 300 m and 4 km horizontal resolution. The CTD
Richardsand Pollard[1991,Figure3]. We find that the
salinity was calibratedusingunderwaywater samples. salinity gradients close to the surface play an imporThe ADCP was calibratedusing a combinationof the tant role in limiting the depth to which surface mixing
methodsput forwardby Pollardand Read[1989]and penetrates(seesection4).
The temperature field in the upper 120 m on six of
Bahr et al. [1990]. Both CTD and ADCP data were
then gridded onto 4-m depth intervalswith a 4-km hor- the north-south sectionsof the survey is shown in Figizontal spacing.
The cruisetook place during the La Nifia conditions
0
0
b

following
the 1986-1987
E1Nifioevent(the SouthernOscillationIndex (SO1) for surfacepressurein the tropical Pacific was positivefor the period February 1988

to November 1989, reachinga maximum in November

1988[ClimateAnalysisCenter,1991]).The meridional
structures of temperature, salinity, and zonal current
are very similar to the averageconditionsreportedby
Sprintall and McPhaden[1994]for the period Novem-

ber 1988to November1989[seeRichardsand Pollard,
1991].
Typical verticalprofilesof the horizontalcomponents
of velocity,u andv (in the eastandnorthdirections,
respectively),temperatureT, andsalinityS, areshownin
Figure3. The profilesweretakencloseto the beginning
of the surveyand at midday. A strongundercurrent
centered
around175m ispresent.The westward
flowing
surface
currentis the SouthEquatorialCurrent(SEC),
the core of which was at approximately2øS. There is
a significantnorth-south componentto the flow which
varies with depth.

The horizontalstructureof the currentaveragedfrom
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Figure 3. Typicalverticalprofilesof (a) eastwardcomponentof velocity,u, (b) northwardcomponentof velocity,v, (c) temperature,and (d) salinity.
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changesto the structure occur. At the beginningof
the survey the surface waters are relatively fresh. The
tongueof high-salinity water can be seencenteredaround
80 m depth. There appearsto be a northward displacement of the surfacefresh water with time, leaving behind a subsurfaceminimum in salinity. Toward the end
of the survey,the variation in salinity is much reduced,
with the maximum in salinity now occurringat the surface. The lens emerging from the north is somewhat
fresherthan the surroundingwater. It is clear that horizontal advectionis playing a large role in the changes
to both the heat and salt content of upper ocean and
therefore needs to taken into account in heat budget
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Figure 4. Horizontaldistributionof velocityaveraged
between0-50mfor Julian days(a) 107.5-108.5and (b)
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ure 5. The sectionswere taken at daily intervals,with
the ship crossingthe equatorat approximatelymidday,
localtime. The structureis seento changesignificantly
over the survey period. At the beginningof the survey there is a markedtemperaturegradientat approximately 50 m, with less stratified waters above and below. This region we shall call the intermediate thermocline; the main thermoclinebegins at around 120 m.
The intermediatethermoclineweakenswith time, with
isothermsmoving upward and downward, above and
below the thermocline, respectively. A lens of almost
homogeneous
temperaturewater, 50 m thick, emerges
from the north, centeredaround 70 m depth.
The salinity field is shownin Figure 6. Again, large

E

f

_c 100
-o

,

120 •

-0.40

-0.20

Iotitude

0.00

0.20

0.40

degrees

Figure 5. Meridional sectionsof temperature down
to 120 m depth taken on consecutivedays starting at
day 109. All sections were taken north to south and

took approximately6 hoursto complete.The timing of
each section is such that the ship crossedthe equator
at approximately midday, local time.
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The SST wastakenfrom the thermosalinograph
(TSG)

doy 112

of a nontoxic water supply from 3 m. This record was

0
20406080100 -

120
-0.40

-0.20

0.00

Iotitude

0.20

0.40

degrees

doy 113
0
20

calibrated against the calibrated SeaSoartemperature
at times when the upper 5 m were well mixed. The calibration drifted by lessthan two hundredthsof a degree
over the whole cruise. During three periods, on days
107, 108, and 109 when the TSG malfunctioned,a linear interpolation was used to estimate the SST. These
periods are seen as the straight line sectionson days
107, 108, and 109 in Figure 11. Comparisonwith the 5m SeaSoartemperature showsthat the error associated
with this procedurewill be lessthan 0.20.
The componentsof the heat and water vapor fluxes
were obtained from the bulk aerodynamic formulation
using the coefficientsdeterminedby Large and Pond

4O

[1982]. Hourly averagedheat fluxesfor the period of

6O

the spar deployment are shownin Figure 7a. The averageoverthe whole 22 daysand the duration of the spar
deployment are given in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.
The total rainfall over the 22-day period was 0.27 m,
which is in accord with the climatology of Dotman and

lOO

f

12o ß
-0.40

-0.20

0.00

Iotitude

0.20
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Bourke[1979]. The heat flux due to precipitationdur-

degrees

doy 114
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0
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Figure 5. (continued)

doy 110
o

of the cruise(22 daysin all). The meteorological
observations

were obtained

from a suite of sensors on the

forward mast of the ship which were controlled and in-

tegratedusingthe multi-met systemdevelopedby Birch
et al. [1992].Detailsof the sensors,
togetherwith their
accuracies,are given in Table 1. The main sensorswere
deployedon the forward mast of the ship to obtain good
exposure. In addition, another set of aspirated psychrometers and an anemometer were deployed on the
starboard side on top of the bridge. The two sites were
chosento ensure that at least one group of the sensors
was always in air unaffectedby the shipssuperstructure
for all relative wind directions. Recording of the data
commenced on Julian day 95 at 2345 UT and terminated on day 118 at 2100 UT. The wind, air temperature, and radiometric sensorsworked throughout the
cruise,though there were periods of data loss as a result of a hardware problem with the multi-met system.
In addition, Champagne rainfall gaugeswere located
on the forward mast and on the bridge, and measurements

were taken

at 3-hour

intervals.

The

4o6o80-

100120
-0.40

-0.20

Iotitude

0.00

0.20

0.40

degrees

doy 111
0
2O

4O

løø
t
120

-0.40

-0.20

Iotitude

0.00

0.20

0.40

degrees

multi-met

systemloggedthe meteorologicalsensorsand produced Figure 6. Same as Figure 5, except for meridional
sections of salinity.
averagesat 1-min intervals.
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ent accuracyof the transfer coefficientsused. A large

doy 112
o

source of error comes from the estimation

4o
60

lOO

the difference

I

value
-0.20

Iotitude

0.00

0.20

0.40

degrees

the measurements

taken

on the

I

of the transfer

coefficient

was taken

from

Smith

[1989].The total error in the latent heat flux is approximately 11%.
The surface wind stress for the survey period as es-

doy 11,3

o

i

timated usingthe drag coefficientmethod [Largeand
Pond, 1982] is shownin Figure 7b. The data as presentedhavebeensmoothedwith a 3-hourrunningmean.
The surfacestressis dominated by a number of highfrequencygusts. The amplitude and phaseof the gusts

4øi

I
8o•-

are comparable with the observationsof Bradley et al.

100l

[1993]and are probablyassociated
with diurnalconvec-

120

-0.40

-0.20

Iotitude

0.00

0.20

0.40

degrees

doy 114

tive events in the lower atmosphere. During days 112
and 113 the amplitude of the gusts is reduced. The
dashedline on Figure 7b correspondsto a wind speed

of 3 m s-1. The wind speedwas greaterthan 3 m
s-1 for morethan 95%of the observations
duringthe
spar buoy deployment. Inaccuraciesassociatedwith low
wind speed determination of latent heat fluxes are not

4o

relevant

•

between

forward mast and on the bridge, while the error in the

12o ß
-0.40

,•

of the latent

heat flux. This error is due in equal measure to uncertainties in the mixing ratio differencebetween the sea
surfaceand 10-m height and in the value of the transfer
coefficients.We estimated the mixing ratio error from

20

•20
-0.40

-0.20

I•tilud•

0.00

0.20

0.40

d•9 re•s

here.

A large sourceof error here is in the net longwave
radiation. The estimate givenis basedon an instrument
error of 5% of the downwardlongwaveradiation. This
brings the net longwaveradiation estimate in line with
other such estimates in the western equatorial Pacific

[Godfreyet al., 1991].
The principal componentsof the heat flux are the so-

Figure 6. (continued)

lar radiation

ing this period was estimatedto be approximately4 W

and latent

heat fluxes.

Both sensible heat

and longwaveradiation, as expected,havelowermagni-

m-2. Duringthe 7-daysparbuoydeployment
the av- tudes, and the longwaveradiation showslessvariability
eragerainfall rate was somewhatlower,beingonly 4%
of that over the whole period of the cruise.
The error in each flux has been estimated by consideringthe accuracyof the instrumentsand the inher-

than other components. Interestingly, the solar radiation showsconsiderablevariability between the two averaging periods.
The net heat flux into the ocean over the 22-day pe-

Table 1. Meteorological Sensors
Measurement

Solar
irradiance

Sensor

Position

Kipp and Zonen
CM11 pyranometer

forward mast

Eppley precision

forward mast

Accuracy
1%

at 11 m above
sea surface

Downward longwave
radiation

Dry and wet
bulb temperature
Wind speed
and direction

infrared

aspirated platinum
resistance

mast

forward

mast

anemometer

0.1 m s-1

(threshold)
0.3ms

vane

thermosalinograph

intake

at 4 m

below surface

temperature
Rainfall

forward

thermometers

light weight cup
and wind

Sea surface

5%

radiometer

Champagnegauges

forward

mast

and bridge

calibrated
with

-1
with

CTD
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indicates that the temporal and spatial variability of
heat fluxes in the western equatorial Pacific is considerable, and therefore both the period and spatial distribution of sampling programsto estimate fluxes have to

,•1•

be chosen with some care. The extensive

taken during TOGA-COARE
this problem.

4. Diurnal
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measurements

will shed more light on

Mixed Layer

Figures 8 and 9 show the temperature at the spar
buoy at 15 m and 50 m, respectively. For the first 3
days of the 15-m record a clear diurnal signal of amplitude 0.15øC can be seen. This is followed by a period
of coolingof around three tenths of a degreefrom day
111.8 to 113.8, with a subsequentgeneral warming and
return of the diurnal signal over the last day and a half
of the record. The 50-m temperature record showsnone
of these features but is dominated by high-frequency,

large-amplitudevariability(of ordertwo tenthsof a deFigure 7a. Componentsof the hourly averagedheat gree)associated
with internalwaveand tide activityin
flux during the period of the spar buoy deployment. this stratified shear zone. The implication is that nightThe major componentscontributing to the net flux time convection penetrates to a depth greater than 13

(dashedline) arethe shortwave(dottedline) andlatent
heat (uppersolidline) components.Positivevaluesare
taken as an upward flux.

m but less than

50 m.

An interesting comparisoncan be made betweenthe
15-m temperature from the spar and the 15-m temper-

ature signalextractedfrom the SeaSoarrecord(Figure
8). The SeaSoartrack passedthe sparbuoy every 12

0.14

hours. The whole day number crossingswerefrom north
to south at midday while the half-day number crossings
were at midnight, alternately east to west and west to
east. It can be seen that the spatial variability over
the 80-kin box is of the same order of magnitude as the
diurnal variation at this depth. The same trends are evident as follows: a diurnal signalduring days 107 to 111,
a strong coolingduring the west to east passageon day
112.5, and a general warming from 113.5 onward. The
sudden increase and decreasein temperature of 0.6øC
at day 14.2 is when the ship steamed into a patch of

0.12

0.1

'• 0.08
0.06

warm water at the southernextent of the survey(this
0.04

Table 2. Average Heat Fluxes and Estimated Errors
Over 22 Days of Cruise

0.02

Flux

Average, 22 days

Absorbed solar
radiation

-197

+ 2

+ 12

+ 1

+ 155

+ 17

+19

• 20

-11

•

0

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

W m-2

114

'

Error,

W m-2

day

Figure 7b. Magnitude of the surfacewindstress.

O•(1- c•)
riod is not significantlydifferentfrom zero. Though the
period is short comparedwith climatologicalestimates,
it is indicative that the heat fluxes have a tendency to
balance in this region of the equatorial Pacific Ocean.
This agreeswith the hypothesisthat the net heatingin

theregionis aslowas10W m-2 [Godfrey
e! al., 1991].
The ship was located on the equator during the spar
buoy deployment for 6 days when the heat flux into

the oceanof 65 W m-2 was significant. This result

Turbulent

heat

H

Latent heat
LE

Net longwave
radiation
LN

Net heat

flux

27
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Table 3. Average Heat Fluxes and Estimated Errors
Over the Period of the Spar Buoy Deployment

28

Flux
Absorbed

Average, Spar,

Error,

W m -2

W m -2

solar

-240

q- 2

+9

q- 1

+ 144

q- 17

27.9

27.8

radiation

Qs(1- c•)
Turbulent

27.7

heat

H
Latent

•

'• 27.6

8

heat

LE

27.5

Net longwave

+22

q- 20

-65

q- 27

27.4

radiation

LN

27.3

Net heat

flUX QT

27.2
27.1
106

warmer patch is also evident in the temperature record

'
107

'
108

'
109

'
110

'
111

'
112

'
113

'
114

day

of the thermosalinograph;
seeFigure 11). The SeaSoar Figure 9. Temperature as a function of time from the
temperaturerecordfrom 50 m (not shown)alsoexhibits spar buoy at 50 m depth.
spatial variability of the sameorder of magnitude as the
variability at the spar buoy.
As a measure of the depth to which the surface forcing penetrates, we use the SeaSoar timeseriesand define a mixed layer depth. Historically, two different
methods of estimating a mixed layer depth from traditional hydrographic data have been used. Someworkers
have used the depth at which the temperature differs
from the surface temperature by a set amount to define
the mixed layer depth, most notable among these be-

ing Wyrtki [1964],workingin the easternPacific,and
Levitus[1982],in his world climatology.Both useda
change of 0.5øC from the surface value to define the
mixed layer depth. The other method used is to take
the depth at which the absolute temperature or density gradient exceedssome critical value. Lukas and

Lindstrom[1991],workingin the westernPacific,usea

densitygradientcriterionof 0.01kgm-4 to estimatethe

28.6

mixed layer depth. Density equivalent salinity and temperature gradients were used to estimate the isohaline
and isothermal layer depths, respectively. In this study
we follow Lukas and Lindstrom in the useof critical gradient criterion, however, we note the study of Sprintall

28.5

able in the western equatorial Pacific.

28.7

and Tomczak[1992],whosuggest
eithermethodassuit-

A densitygradientcriterionof 0.01kg m-4 wasused
to definethe mixedlayer depth. Densityequivalentgradientsof 0.031 psum-1 and 0.0134øCm-1 wereused

28.4

to definethedepths
of isohaiine
andisothermal
layers,

28.3

respectively. The justification of this use is twofold.
First, the density gradient is proportional to the buoyancy force which must be overcometo deepenthe mixed
layer. Second, the results obtained by the use of these

28.2

28.1

gradientcriteriaagreedwell with the subjective
esti-

28

Figure 8. Temperature as a function of time from the

mates of layer depths made by eye from the original vertical profiles. Figure 10 showsboth the isothermal and
isohalinelayer depths definedas the first depth at which
the absolute temperature and salinity gradients exceed
the critical values given above. Both recordshave had
a 3-hour running averageapplied. These depthswill be
called the diurnal thermocline and the halocline depths,
respectively. The isopycnic layer depth defined by ab-

SeaSoar passed close to the spar at 12-hour intervals,
correspondingto whole day and half-day values.

thermoclinerecord(Figure 10) are due to the griding

27.9

27.8

27.7

106

'

'

108

110

'

'

112

114

116

day

sparbuoy at 15 m depth (solidline labeleda) and the solutedensitygradientgreaterthan 0.01kg m-4 (not
SeaSoar
at 13m depth(dash-dotted
linelabeledb). The shown)coincidesalmostexactlywith the diurnalthermocline depth. The fiat sections at 9 m in the diurnal
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From day 111 onward the situation is quite different.
On all 4 days the diurnal thermocline fails to penetrate
to the top of the halocline. Indeed, on day 113 the
maximum nighttime penetration depth is barely 15 m.

-lO

-20

During this later period (days 111 to 114) the mean
halocline depth actually increasesfrom an earlier value

-30

of 47 m to a later

mean value of 62 m.

The

reduced

depth of mixing is consistentwith the increaseddiurnal
signal on days 112 and 113 in the temperature trace of
the TSG record(Figure 11). The shallowermixingthe
previousnight producesan increasein the daytime rise
in temperature. The sharp cooling in SST at the end

-40

-50
-6O

-7O

I
I

i

I

iI
II

I
I

of day 113 is also qualitatively in accordancewith the
deepermixing at that time into the coolerwater below.

-8O

5. Heat and Salt Budgets and the

-9O

Estimation

_10•07 108,

i

109

,

110

,

111

,

112

,

113

,

114

of Vertical

Velocities

115

day

The change in the temperature of the upper ocean,
a net cooling of the top 50 m in the presenceof a net
Figure 10. Mixed layer depth as a function of time
defined in terms of the vertical temperature gradient warming due to the surfaceheat flux, suggeststhat non(isothermal
layerdepth,solidlinelabeleda) andvertical local effectsare important in determining the evolution
salinity gradient (isohalinelayer depth, dash-dotline of the temperature and salinity structure. In order to
quantify the factors affectingthe temperature and salinlabelledb). Seetext for the criterionfor eachdepth.
ity structure of the upper ocean, we have consideredthe
heat and salt budgets. Considerationof the heat budof the SeaSoar data onto 4-m intervals in the vertical.
A depth of 9 m is given if the critical gradient was ex- get also provides an indirect estimate of the vertical
velocity. As will be shown,this estimate is significantly
ceeded between the 5-m and 9-m levels. The most obvious feature of the diurnal thermocline depth trace is more accurate than that derived from consideration of
the remarkably well-defineddiurnal signal. For days the mass balance.
107 to 112, inclusive, the timing is such that deepening commencesat about 1600 local time, shallowingat
about

0700 local time.

This observation

is commensu-

rate with daytime solar volume heating rapidly, stratifying the upper oceansoonafter sunrise,causingthe
very steep shallowingobserved.This shallowingof the
diurnal thermoclineto lessthan 9 m is supportedby the
mean Monin-Obukhovlength scalebeing 6.4 m during
theseperiodsof net oceanicheat gain. Two hoursbefore
sunset,the heat flux changessign, surfacewaters cool.
Consequentconvectiveoverturningerodesthe daytime
stratification, entraining cooler water into the deepening mixed layer. This processcontinuesthroughoutthe
night, completely eroding the daytime heat stratification, mixing down to the top of the haloclineat a depth
of 40 to 50 m. There appears to be insufficient turbulent kinetic energy to significantlymix down into the

.......

29.4

29.2

29

28.8

28.6

The clean expressionof the diurnal signalshowshow
uniformly the upper ocean respondsover a scaleof 100
km to atmosphericforcing. This is noteworthy when
one recalls that spatial variability in temperature is as
large as the diurnal variability. We also note only one

I
I
I

I
I

I

II
I
I

I

I

•

28.4
I

28.2

halocline.

small-scale

29.6

I

28

27.8
106

'
107

'
108

'
109

'
110

'
111

'
112

i

i

113

114

day

rain event was observed in both the direct

rainfall measurementand near-surfacesalinity structure

Figure 11. Temperature as a function of time from

duringthe surveyperiod(seesection6). The sparsityof the thermosalinograph
(dashedline labeleda) (inlet at
rain eventsdoubtlesscontributesto the observedspatial approximately3 m depth) and 5 m temperaturerecord
coherency.
from SeaSoar(labeledb).
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5.1. Heat Budget

The equationfor temperature integratedover a layer
of depth h is
OT

OT

OT

OT

4

<

1

2

4

2

2

2

4

4

2

_ cpph+ < >
3

where angle bracketsrepresenta mean taken over the
layer, QT is the surfaceheat flux acrossthe air-seain-

terface,cpis the specificheat, /9is the density,and D
representsthe divergenceof the turbulent diffusiveflux.
We assume all shortwave radiation

is absorbed in the 50-

m thick upper layer. For the deeperlayerswe set the
shortwaveflux divergenceto zero. Using a three-band
shortwaveabsorptionmodelfor water type 1A [Woods

4

3

et al. 1984],we estimate3% penetrationof shortwave
radiation out of the base of the 0- to 50-m layer and

1% penetration into the 75- to 100-m layer. The error
in confiningall shortwaveheating to the surfacelayer
is thus small in comparisonto other errors.
A conventionalcoordinatesystemhasbeenused,with
x, y, and z taken to be in the east, north, and vertically
upward directions,respectively.The corresponding
velocity componentsare u, v, and w. The equationhas

Figure 12. Box and sidenumberingscheme.Box num-

bers are central (indexj), sidenumbersare peripheral
(index i).
The u component of advection is then interpolated

not been written in so-called flux form because of inaccuracies in the mass balance.
We can estimate the first three terms on the left-hand

in time

the drifting spar buoy, velocitieshave been taken relative to the buoy. Data were interpolated onto 4-m
depth intervalsand averagedover eachsideof the sub-

the net

so as to be evaluated

at a common

time with

the v component. The time derivative is calculated using a central differencein time of the averagetempersideof (1), the time rate of change,andthe horizontal ature along a given section. Note that this method inadvection from the SeaSoar and ADCP data sets of the
volves, alternately, east-west and north-south sections
survey. Becausethe box survey was centeredaround and gives a value every 12 hours. The calculation of
diffusive

flux

D

was based on Peters

et al.

[1988]Richardsonnumberparameterization
of the vertical turbulent

diffusion

coefficient.

The resultsfor the depth interval 0- 50 m are shown
boxes of the survey. The numbering conventionused
for subboxesand sidesis shownin Figure 12. We shall in Figure 13 for the period Julian day 109-113. The time
i
define(T •j to be the depth-averaged
temperature,rate of change showsan initial warming of the layer,
with a subsequentcooling. This coolingis muchreduced
averagedalong side i of subboxj.
There are a number of ways the horizontal advection toward the end of the sampling period. The heating
and coolingof the layer are mirrored by the horizontal
terms can be calculated. The method which minimizes
aliasingfrom the tides and miscalibrationof the ADCP advection,indicating that a substantialfraction of the
is to use the east-westand north-south sectionscrossing changein heat content of the layer is brought about by

the center of the large box to estimate x and y derivatives, respectively,and estimateeachterm at the center.
Each sectionwas repeated once a day and took 6 hours
to complete,with a 12-hourinterval betweenthe midpointsof north-southand east-westsections.Thus, for
instance,the component• v OT/Oy • is calculatedby

• <V>l+<V>

<T>i-<T> 3 /Ay

and

advection.

The sign of the differencebetweenthe curvesfor the
time rate of change and horizontal advection of temperature in Figure 13 is consistentwith the net heating
from the atmosphere over this period. However, to a
substantial extent, the surface heating is balanced by
the turbulent diffusive flux at the base of the layer.
All terms averagedoverthe samplingperiod are given
in Table 4. The results have been given in buoyancy
units. Results can be put in terms of Watts per square

meter by multiplyingby 6.26 x 10s for a 50-m thick

/ZXy
on alternate days, where Ay is the distancebetween the
midpoint of each side.

layer. Although the layer undergoessignificantheating
and coolingduring the samplingperiod, the net change
to the heat contentis relatively small. The heat budget
is dominated by zonal advection. It is noteworthy, however, that the surface heat flux is equal to within 10%
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4OO

it to be less than 1. A more quantitative estimate is

300

givenby considering
the samenumericaltechniqueapplied to the uniform advectionof a temperaturestructure with known horizontal variation.

200

-o
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lOO.

•

We chose a sine

wavesuperimposed
on a linear gradientmovingwith a
givenvelocity. The error dependson (1) the ratio of
the amplitudeof the sinewaveto the lineartemperature difference
acrossthe box,(2) the speedof advection
throughthe box, and (3) the wavenumber
andphaseof
the oscillation. The analysiswas applied to the sam-

o

E -100

plingtechnique
outlinedabove.Forparametersettings
appropriateto the observationsan upper boundon the
ratio of advectiveto tendencyterms is approximately

.•.-200
-300

1.25 and stable for the technique discussedhere. Thus
an error of 25% on the advection term is a conservative
estimate. The estimated error for the residual is dom-

-4OO

inatedby this errorin the advectionterm. (Notethat

-5OO
i

109

109.5

i

i

110

110.5

i

i

i

i

111

111.5

112

112.5

113

the heat budgetwas calculatedfor eachof the subboxes.
Each box wassampledevery 2 days. The Courant num-

day

ber is then in excessof 1, and the aboveerror analysis appliedto the advectionterm showedconsiderably
Figure 13. Components
of the heat budgetaveraged larger errors. The resultsusingthe subboxestherefore
over 0-50 m as a function of time.
will not be presented.)
of our estimate of the turbulent flux at the base of the

5.2. Estimate of the Vertical Velocity

surfacelayer (althoughconsiderable
uncertaintiesexist
in suchan estimate).
Alsogivenin Table 4 are the resultsfor threedeeper
layers. Below the surfacethe divergenceof the turbulent flux is insignificant.The zonalflux changessign.
The rate of changeof heat contentincreases
in magnitude but is of the wrong sign to balanceadvection. At
all levelsthere is a substantialresidualin the budget

The vertical velocity is estimated by dividing the
residualby the mean vertical temperature gradient and
is given in Table 4. The estimated error for w given

calculated

from derivable

terms.

Estimating the size of the errors involved in calculating the horizontal advection term is difficult since

in Table

4 has been calculated

from the variation

in w

calculated from the daily values, of the residual. No
discernabletrend could be seen in these daily values,
suggestingthe method is unable to identify temporal
variations in w over the time period. The variation in
w is close to that expected from the error estimates of

the residualterm in the heat budgetwhichis dominated
by the error in the advection term.

the errors dependon how well the samplingmethod
The vertical velocitiesabove(0-100 m) and within
has capturedadvectiveeventswhich, in turn, depends (100-200m) the main thermoclineare found to have
on the structure of those events. The Courant numdifferingsign. The upwardnature and magnitudeof the
ber uzit/Ax _• 0.4 satisfiesthe necessary
conditionfor vertical velocity within the thermocline are consistent

Table 4. Contributions
to the Heat Budget(Equation1) Averaged
Overthe SamplingPeriod(5 Days)for a

Number of Depth Intervals Down to 200 m

Depth,

O/Or

uO/Ox

vO/Oy QTa/Cph

Dc•p

wO/Oz,

w

wi

Residual

+er,

+er,

m d -1

m d-1

-11.6 -]-1.6
-2.6 4-1.8
5.7 4-2.2
8.6 4-3.1

-9.4 -]-4.4
-6.0 4-2.3
2.7 4- 1.4
4.1 4-2.8

m

0-50
75-100
100-150
150-200

3.7
20.7
-59.9
-53.8

37.0
-5.2
-159.0
-219.0

0.19
-0.9
-11.8
4.1

10.3
0
0
0

-9.1
-0.5
0.38
0.01

-39.7
-15.1
231.1
268.7

In order to be able to comparedirectlythe contributionsof changesin temperatureand salinity in terms of

changes
in densityp, the resultshavebeenput in termsof buoyancy
unitsby multiplyingequation(1) by c•p,
wherec•is the thermalexpansion
coefficient.The unitsare then 10-s kg m-3s-1. The verticalvelocityw has
been calculatedas a residualand is given in metersper day. The wi is the estimate of the vertical velocity
calculatedby assuming
the flowis alongisopycnic
surfaces
(seetext for details).The standarddeviationrr of the
daily valuesof eachof the estimatesof w is alsogiven. Other variablesare definedas follows:QT, surfaceheat
flux acrossthe air-seainterface;Cp,specificheat; h, depth of layer;and D, divergenceof the turbulent diffusive
flUX.
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the surface, the two methods gave vertical velocitiesof

with an easterlywind stressand the estimatesmadeby
Brady and Bryden[1985]for the centralequatorialPacific. However, the predominanceof zonal advection in
the heat budget suggeststhat the vertical motion comes
principallyfromflowalonga slopingdensitysurface(see
below).
Above the main thermocline

IN THE EQUATORIAL

opposite
sign.An errorof 1 x 10-6s-• in divergence
is
equivalent
to a Au of 0.04m s-• over40 km anda Aw
of 20 m d- • over 200 m depth.
5.3. Salt Budget

of vertical

A similar analysiswas appliedto the salt budget. The
resultsare given in Table 5. Again, the resultsare presented in buoyancy units. Except for the surface, the
ing sign of the time rate of changeand advectionterms changein buoyancydue to the salt flux is insignificant
in the two intervals.
Below 50 m the estimated downcompared with that of heat. Zonal advection is seen
ward velocity is consistentwith the observeddownward to play lessof a dominant role, and the residual in the
displacementof isotherms. This is not so above 50 m, salt budget is much less comparedwith the heat budwhere the horizontal advection dominates.
It is interget. Becauseof this, togetherwith the fact that vertical
esting to note that Richardsand Pollard [1991]infer gradientsin salinity are small and changesign,the estia downwardvertical velocityof around25 m d-• at a mate of vertical velocity is unreliable and therefore not
depth of 25 m from the observationof a strong surface quoted.
velocity from the two depth intervals 0-50 m and 75-100
m are similar in sign and magnitude, despitethe differ-

convergence.

An estimate of the vertical velocity wi has also been
made by assumingthe flow is along isopycnicsurfaces.
Using the data from the central crossof the survey,
the slope of the density level which lay at the vertical
center of each level at the spar buoy was calculated.
The vertical velocity wi was then calculated by assum-

0. Discussion

and

Conclusions

velocityon the equator[Brydenand Brady,1985].

ture on scales of a few tens of kilometers

The results presented in this paper have shown the
responseof the upper ocean in the western equatorial
Pacific to atmospheric forcing on timescalesof a few
days to be sensitive to subtle changesin the vertical
ing wi = Drl/Dt, where • is the height of the isopyc- structure of both temperature and salinity. The short
nal surface. Daily estimates were made of wi, and the time and space scales of variation in the structure of
mean over the survey period, together with the stan- the upper ocean require a rapid sampling. The stratdard deviation, are given in Table 4. The estimate wi egy employed here has been proven to be adequate in
is dominated by the contribution from zonal advection studying the responseover a few days.
It should be noted, however, that not all of the shortin all but the 75- to 100-m layer. In the 75- to 100-m
layer, both zonal and meridional advection are equally timescale events were captured. In particular, a rain
important. The vertical velocities agree to within one event lasting a few hours was observedto produce a
standard deviation of those estimated by the heat bud- shallow pool of fresh water on one of the east-westsecget method. This agreement is due in large part to tions. This pool was advectedout of the survey region
the isopycnic and isothermal surfaces being approxi- before it could be resampled.
The diurnal responseof the near-surfacetemperature
mately coincident. Nevertheless,it is encouragingas
it supports our faith in the method used to calculate to daytime heating and nighttime coolingwas found to
the heat budget and supports the expectation that di- have an amplitude of a few tenths of a degreeCelsius.
apycnal mixing has a small contribution to the vertical This compareswith a horizontal variation of temperaof a similar

Finally, the consideration of the mass budget was
unrewarding. The standard error in the estimation of
the horizontal velocity divergencecalculatedfrom either
the subboxes or the central cross was approximately

magnitude. Even away from the very fresh surfacelayers typical of the area, salinity is found to play an important role in limiting the depth of nighttime mixing.
In this case a subsurfacesalinity maximum restricts the
1 x 10-6s-• and constantwith depth.Integratingfrom depth to around 40 m.

Table 5. Contributions to the Salt Budget

Depth,

(9/(9t

ur9/ r9x

vr9/ r9y

Qs/ h

D s• p

wc9
/ c9
z,
Residual

m

0-50

5.5

-12.0

-0.3

0.13

2.3

75-100

-0.78

-0.73

-0.12

0

-1.4

9.2
0.4

100-150

4.5

8.7

0.34

0

0.71

-12.9

150- 200

17.2

0.3

-5.6

0

-0.13

- 12.0

As in Table 4, the units are 10-s kg m-3s-•. Abbreviations
are the sameas Table 4, with Qs beingthe
surfacebuoyancyflux due to fresh water exchange,Ds the divergenceof the turbulent salt flux, and/• the haline
expansion coefficient.
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The diurnal mixing was found to be coherent over
the survey area, with a marked reduction in nighttime
mixing during days 112-113. We need to know whether
the reduced mixing is a local responseto atmospheric
forcingor is causedby advectiveinfluences.We have insufficientinformation to clearly delineate between these
mechanisms. On days 112-113 the wind stress was re-

torially trapped wave (becauseof the short time and

ducedby around30% (Figure 7b), with a consequent

It is interesting to compare our results with those
of Sprintall and McPhaden[1994]who considera pe-

reductionin the latent heat flux of about 5% compared
with the precedingdays. Experimentswith a slabmixed
layer model [Garwood,1977]with a suitablechoiceof
parameters suggeststhat this changein surfaceforcing
is sufficientto reduce the nighttime mixing depth and
increase the daytime SST to those observed.
However, the rapid coolingat depth during days ltt-

114 (Figure 8) cannotbe attributed to surfaceforcing. As has been shown, advection dominatesthe heat
budget of the top 50 rn and the reduced temperature
is brought about by a westward advection of a cooler
patch of water into the survey area. There is an associated increasein the stratification below the mixed layer.
It cannot be ruled out that the reduced diurnal mixing
was brought about the advectionof more stratified waters. Further experiments with the same mixed layer
model showedthat the changein the observedstratification was sufficient to inhibit nighttime mixing. The
coincidenceof the two events, reduced wind stress and
increasedstratification, means that the primary cause
of the changein upper ocean structure cannot be determined.

A fuller

and more extensive

series of mixed

layer model experimentsincludinga sensitivity study of
model parameterswill be reported in a later paper.
Gaining an understandingof the mechanismscontrolling the surfacemixing is important in predicting the
responseof the SST to atmosphericforcingevents. Here
we have shown that relatively small changesin the atmosphericforcing or subsurfacestructure can have relatively large effectson the diurnal cycle of mixing and,
more importantly, the sea surface temperature.

space scales of the survey, the type of wave cannot be

identified). This leadsus to speculatethat the uplifting of density surfacesmay causethe surfacewaters to
become cooler, and this cooler water, advected west by
the surface current, may affect the diurnal responseand
hence SST.

riod of similar prevailing conditions but over a much
longer time. Averaged over the period November 1988
to November 1989, they find that the SST and sea surface salinity were influenced by both upwelling and horizontal advection. In their case the upwelling is a consequenceof local Ekman divergencecausedby the predominantly easterly wind. They estimate a standard

deviationwind-drivenupwellingof 0.4 rn d-• and at
125 m the rate of changeof temperature due to wind-

inducedupwelling
to be 1.8x t0-7øC s-1. FromTable
4 we find the vertical velocity induced by the flow along
isopycnicsurfacesto be an order of magnitude higher

and the rate of temperaturechangedue to wcqT/cgz
to

be 7 x 10-6øCs-• (converting
fromthe buoyancy
units
givenin the table). At the surfacewe find both the vertical velocity and rate of change of temperature are of
opposite sign becauseof the changein direction of the
zonal current with depth. With regard to lateral advection the zonal temperature gradient averagedacross

our surveyarea was typically4 x 10-6øC m-• a factor of 5 greater than that reported by Sprintall and

McPhaden[1994]for the large-scalegradientduringthe
prevailing La Nifia conditions. On the other hand, the
averagetime rate of changeof temperaturein the depth
range 100-150 m given in Table 4, which is equivalent

to 1.8 x 10-SøC s-•, is comparableto Sprintall and
McPhaden's value of 0.8 x 10-SøC s-• for the variabil-

ity of cqT/cgtat 125 m duringtheir longersamplingpe-

riod. This shows that the conditions during our survey were not particularly anomalous. We find therefore
The estimated net surface heat flux from the atmothat changesto the temperature structure of the upsphereto the ocean was found to be not significantly per ocean induced by motions with a timescale of a few

differentfromzeroat 10 W rn-2. This is in agreement days(possiblyplanetarywaves)are foundto be signifiwith the hypothesisthat net oceanicheating in the re-

cantly greater than longer-termwind-inducedupwelling

gionis aslowas 10 W m-2 [Godfrey
et al., 1991].The or advection. Lastly, it is noteworthy that the variation
net surfaceheat flux during the period of the heat budget experiment, which took place on the equator, was

in near-surfacetemperature and the magnitude of the
vertical velocity are both greater than those reported

substantially
higherat 65 W m-2. Usingthe parame- by McPhaden et al. [1992]of the oceanresponseto a
terization of the turbulent diffusioncoefficientsuggested westerly wind burst.
The relevance and significance of the results preby Peters et al. [1988],the surfaceheat flux is found
to be balanced by vertical turbulent diffusion to within

10%. However,the heat budget calculationshowsthe
importance of horizontal advection and the need to take

advection into account when studying the changesto
the upper ocean structure.
The estimated vertical velocity is found to be of or-

sented here to the atmosphere-oceaninteraction in the
western equatorial Pacific need to be clarified. The results of TOGA-COARE
will help to put the present
results into context, while a comparison between the
two will shedlight on the differencesin responseof contrasting upper ocean regimes.

der t0 m d-•. The signof the verticalvelocity(except
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